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Lancing Device End Cap with Blood-Directing Contact Face

Cross-Reference to Related Application

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application
Serial No. 60/503,805, filed September 18, 2003. the entirety of which is hereby
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.

Technical Field

[00.02] The present invention relates generally to medica I devices and procedures
and^ore particularlyto^
invention more particularly. relates to an end cap for use in conjunction with a lancing
dev.ce that allows for the collection of an increased volume of blood or bodily fluid to be
sampled.

Background of the Invention

[0003] Many medical procedures require puncturing of the skin, and sometimes
underlying tissues, of a human or animal subject. For exam pie, a sharp lancet tip is
commonly used to puncture the subject's skin for sampling of blood or other body fluid as
for example in blood glucose monitoring by diabetics. Generally, lancet blades or needles
are much thinner than traditional hypodermic syringe needles, and therefore result in less
pa.n to the patient. A lancet having a sharp lancing tip typically is mounted, permanently or
releasably, to the drive mechanism of a lancing device. The drive mechanism includes one
or more springs, cams, motors, or other mechanism(s) for movi ng the lancing tip from a
retracted position shielded within a housing of the lancing device to an extended position
outs.de ofthe housing for lancing the subject's skin. The lancing device may also include a
ooctang mechanism for arming the drive mechanism, and/or a triggering mechanism for
finng the device. The housing of the lancing device typically inc. udes an endcap with an
opening through which the lancing tip extends in its extended position. The endcap may
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bereleasablyorpermanenUyattachedtotheremainderofthehousing.orcancomprise

integral part of the housing.

[0004] One common problem that has been found to exist with many known lancets

has been collected. Premature closure of the puncture requires addKiona. blood to be

drawnfromthepatient.ofteninasepar^

in an increase in pain and stress to the subject. Costs also increase, as multiple lance s

are required to acquire an adequate sample. This is particular* the case when alternate

lancing sites dther than the fingertips, such as for example the forearm or eahohe, are

.anced Lancing at such alternate lancing srtes may be desirablebecause repeated lancng

of the fingertips can result in ca.lous formation, leading to less consistent samphng and

decreased sensitivity of the fingertips. In addition, the fingertips have a greater density-of

nerve endings than a.ternate lancing sites, resulting in greater pain sensation from fingert.p

iancing than lancing at alternate sites. To increase patient compliance with a preserved

sampling regimen, it is desirable to minimize pain resulting from the lancing oPerat,on.

However because alternate sites typically contain a lower densKy of capillaries or a deeper

capillary bed than the fingertips, alternate lancing sites often yield insufficient sample stzes

or are prone to premature closure.

[0005] Attempts have been made to provide lancing devices that inhibit premature

closure of the puncture site and yield increased sample size. Such attempts have included

the use of a stimulator member slidably mounted to the housing for cyclically pump.ng

around the puncture site to "milk" the wound. AKhough utilizing the aforementioned

pumping sequence may allow a larger sample to be collected before closure of the

puncture site, occasionally a sample is still insufficient, and another lancing operation to

collect blood or analytic fluid is required. Additionally, the repeated application and release

of pressure from such pumping can result in contact between the sample and the lancng

device, smearing and/or contaminating the sample and necessitating another lancng
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operation, and/or can lead to bruising of the tissue surrounding the lancing site. Also, the
provision of a translationally mounted stimulator member results in increased complexity
and cost of the lancing device.

[0006] Thus it can be seen that needs exist for improved lancing devices and
methods to facilitate increased sample volume of blood or other analytic fluid, and to
prevent premature closure of the sampling site. Needs further exist for such mechanisms
and methods that are readily adaptable to current lancing devices and procedures, and
which can be utilized for lancing at fingertip as well as alternate sample collection sites.

Summary ot the invention

[0007J In example forms, the present invention is an endcap for a lancing device that
enables collection of an increased volume of blood or other body fluid to be sampled from
a lancing site of a human or animal subject. The device of the present invention is suitable
for use at fingertip lancing sites, but is also well suited for use at alternate lancing sites
such as the forearm and/or earlobe. In further embodiments, the invention is a sampling

methodforincreasingcollectedsamplesizeofbloodorotherbodyfluidfromalancingsite.

[0008] m one aspect, the present invention is an endcap for a lancing device The
endcap preferably has a first end for connection to the lancing device and a second end
compnsmg a contact face surrounding an opening for passing at least the sharp tip portion
of a lancet. The contact face preferably has a length substantially greater than its width,
and has at least one side edge along its length.

[0009] m another aspect, the invention is an endcap for a lancing device The
endcap preferably has a first end for connection to the lancing device and a second end
compnsmg a substantially planar contact face surrounding an opening for passing at least
the sharp tip portion of a lancet. The contact face preferably has a length substantially
greater than its width and has at .east one straight side edge along its length. The endcap ,

preferably also has outwardly flared first and second sides between its first and second
ends, each outwardly flared side having a gripping surface thereon.
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[00010]
instillanotheraspect,theinventionisalancingdeviceforcollectingasample

of body fluid from a sampling site on the skin of a subject. The lancing device preferably

includes a lancet and a housing comprising an endcap. the lancet being movable between

afirstposition within the housing andasecond
position wherein at least a sharp tip portion

of the lancet extends through an opening in the endcap. The endcap preferably has a

substantially planar contact face surrounding the opening, the contact face having a length

substantially greater than its width and having at least one straight side edge along its

length.

100011] In another aspect, the invention is a method of lancing skin to collect a fluid

sample, the method including the steps of placing a contact face of a lancing device

against a subject's skin a distance away from a lancing site, drawing the contact face along

the skin toward the lancing site, and lancing the skin at the lancing site

[00012] These and other aspects, features and advantages of the invention will be

understood with reference to the drawing figures and detailed description herein, and will

be realized by means of the various elements and combinations particularly pointed out in

the appended claims. It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description

and the following brief description ofthe drawings and detailed description ofthe invention

are exemplary and explanatory of preferred embodiments of the invention, and are not

restrictive of the invention, as claimed.

Brief Description of the Drawing

[00013] FIGURE 1 shows a perspective view of an endcap for a lancing device

according to an example embodiment of the present invention.

Detailed Description of Example Embodiments

[00014] The present invention may be understood more readily by reference to the

following detailed description of the invention taken in connection with the accompanying

drawing figures, which form a part of this disclosure. It is to be understood that this
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mvention is not limited to the specific devices, methods, conditions or parameters
descnbed and/or shown herein, and that the terminology used herein is for the purpose of
descnbing particular embodiments by way of example only and is not intended to be
bnbno of the claimed invention. Also, as used in the specification including the appended
cla,ms. the singular forms "a." "an." and "the" include the plural, and reference to a
partcular numerical value includes at least that particular value, unless the context clearly
d,ctates otherwise. Ranges may be expressed herein as from "about" or "approximately-
one particular value and/or to "about" or "approximately" another particular value When
such a range is expressed, another embodiment includes from the one particular value
and/or to the other particular value. Similarly, when values are expressed as
approbations, by use of the antecedent "about." it will be understood that the particular
value forms another embodiment.

IO0015] With reference now to A. drawieg „gure, F ,9ure , Ms m

errdcap 10 preferably comprises a firs, end ,2 for release* or pemrarren, attachment tohe hoosrngof a la„c*,g device. Merrrafive*. fire endoap forms an-integral pad of lire
housrnjofthe lancirrg device. Theendcap 10ca„ be adapted to,use* anyofa variety
of a andard, oamMnMfmMt> or ^
•he errdcap 10 preferabfy defines fhe opening ,6 tnmrrgh „nich „ sharp lance|
Pioiecfa r„ to extenoe(l^ „^^^ -^
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and more preferably at least about one inch (1°). The ends of the contact face along .ts

width are preferably smoothly curved or radiused, or are obliquely angled away from the

side edges 22a, 22b. The sides of the endcap 10 between the first and second ends 12,

14 preferably flare outwardly toward the second end 14, and define one or more recesses

or gripping surfaces 30.

[00017] In a preferred method of operation according to the present invention, the

user grips the lancing device, preferably with his or herthumb and forefinger engaging the

gripping surfaces 30a, 30b. The lancing device is placed with the contact face 20 against

the skin a distance (preferably about one to three inches) away from the intended lancmg

site A steady downward pressure is applied against the skin, and the contact face is

drawn across the skin toward the lancing site. Optionally, the lancing device is tipped at an

oblique angle relative to the skin surface, such that one of the first and second side edges

22a 22b of the contact face 20 is pressed against the skin as the lancing device is drawn

along the skin surface toward the lancing site. Drawing the contact face along the sk,n

surface directs subcutaneous blood toward the lancing site. As the contact face is moved

into position over the intended lancing site, the contact face is placed flat against the skin

and the lancing device is triggered to lance the sKlrrat the sampling site. After lancing, the

user optionally can again draw the contact face along the skin toward the lancing site one

or more times to direct more blood toward the lancing site and assist in expressing a

sufficient sample size from the wound at the lancing site.

[00018] While the invention has been described with reference to preferred and

example embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that a variety of

modifications, additions and deletions are within the scope of the invention, as defined by

the following claims.
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What is claimed is:

1 •
An endcap for a lancing device, the endcap having a first end for connection to the

lancing device and a second end comprising a contact face surrounding an opening for
passmg at least the sharp tip portion of a lancet, the contact face having a length
substantially greater than its width and having at least one side edge along its length.

2. The endcap of Claim 1
,
comprising first and second side edges along its length on

opposite sides of the contact face.

3. The endcap of Claim 2, further comprising curved ends of the contact face
extending between said tirsTand "second side edges.

4. The endcap of Claim 3, further comprising outwardly flared first and second sides
between the first and second ends of the endcap.

5. The endcap of Claim 4, wherein each outwardly flared side comprises one or more
gripping surfaces.

6. The endcap of Claim 1, wherein the contact face is substantially planar.

7. The endcap of Claim 1
,
wherein the length of the contact face is at least about

three-quarters of an inch.

8. The endcap of Claim 1
,
wherein the length of the contact face is at least about one

inch.

9. An endcap for a lancing device, the endcap having a first end for connection to the
lancng device and a second end comprising a substantially planar contact face
surroundmg an opening for passing at least the sharp tip portion of a lancet, the contact
face havmg a length substantially greater than its width and having at least one straight
s.de edge along its length, the endcap further comprising outwardly flared first and second .

s.des between its first and second ends, each outwardly flared side comprising a gripping
surface.
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10 A lancing device for collecting a sample of body fluid from a sampling site on the

skin of a subject, said lancing device comprising a lancet and a housing comprising an

endcap the lancet being movable between a first position within the housing and a second

position wherein at leastasharp tip portionof the lancet extends through an opening in the

endcap and wherein the endcap comprises a substantially planar contact face surround.ng

the opening, the contact face having a length substantially greater than its width and

having at least one straight side edge along its length.

11. The lancing device of Claim 10, comprising first and second straight side edges

'

along its length on opposite sides of the contaet face.

12. The lancing device of Claim 1 1 , further comprising curved ends of the contact face

extending between said first and second side edges.

13.
ThelancingdeviceofClaimlO.furthercomprisingoutwardlyflaredfirstandsecond

sides between first and second ends of the endcap.

14. The lancing device of Claim 13. wherein each outwardly flared side comprises a

gripping surface.

15. The lancing device of Claim 10. wherein the length of the contact face is at least

about three-quarters of an inch.

16. The lancing device of Claim 10, wherein the length of the contact face is at least

about one inch.
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A method of lancing skin to collect a fluid sample, the method comprising:

placing a contact face of a lancing device against a subject's skin a distance

away from a lancing site;
*

drawing the contact face along the skin toward the lancing site; and

lancing the skin at the lancing site.

The method of Claim 17, further comprising again drawing the contact face along

the skin toward the lancing site after lancing the skin.

Tke.raeito^

bring an edge of the contact face into contact with the skin, and drawing the edge of

the contact face along the skin toward the lancing site.
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